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Direct sharing and storing of memory objects allows high-performance and low-overhead collaboration between parallel processes or application workflows with loosely coupled programs. However, sharing of objects is hindered by the inability to use subtype polymorphism which is common in object-oriented programming languages. That is because implementations of subtype polymorphism in modern compilers rely on using virtual tables stored at process-specific locations, which makes objects unusable in processes other than the creating process.

In this paper, we present SAVI Objects, objects with Sharing and Virtuality Incorporated. SAVI Objects support subtype polymorphism but can still be shared across processes and stored in persistent data structures. We propose two different techniques to implement SAVI Objects and evaluate the tradeoffs between them. The first technique is *virtual table duplication* which adheres to the virtual-table-based implementation of subtype polymorphism, but duplicates virtual tables for shared objects to fixed memory addresses associated with each shared memory region. The second technique is *hashing-based dynamic dispatch* which re-implements subtype polymorphism using hashing-based look-ups to a global virtual table.

Our results show that SAVI Objects enable direct sharing and storing of memory objects that use subtype polymorphism by adding modest overhead costs to object construction and dynamic dispatch time. SAVI Objects thus enable faster inter-process communication, improving the overall performance of production applications that share polymorphic objects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sharing memory objects across processes or storing them to be used by future programs is important in modern parallel and collaborative workloads. A common technique for sharing (and storing)
objects is serializing them to special intermediate formats such as XML, JSON, YAML, or Protocol Buffers [Varda 2008]. Such formats provide an architecture- and language-neutral representation of data achieving the most portability, however, their performance overhead makes them unnecessarily burdensome in situations where architecture- and language-neutrality are not of concern. In such situations, direct sharing of objects via managed memory techniques effectively enables faster inter-process communication. Such memory management techniques have also received recent attention from non-volatile memory programming models centered around persistent in-memory data-structures [Bhandari et al. 2016; Chakrabarti et al. 2014; Coburn et al. 2011; Volos et al. 2011]. This renewed interest is in part due to the fact that load-store domains will become very large, sharing will be much more common, and long latencies will be exposed [Asanovic 2014; Bresniker et al. 2015; Narayanan and Hodson 2012], therefore efficient object sharing will be critical for application performance.

A primary challenge with direct sharing of objects is ensuring the validity of pointers across virtual address spaces. Existing managed memory techniques deal with explicit data pointers by fixing the mapping of managed memory segments or using offset pointers that are independent of virtual address mapping. However, these techniques can only handle plain old data (POD) types; they do not deal with implicit pointers introduced by subtype polymorphism which is common in object oriented programming languages.

Subtype polymorphism enables the creation of class hierarchies where super classes establish APIs with varying implementations in each subclass. Subtype polymorphism makes it easier to deal with heterogeneous collections of objects efficiently. Although most language specifications do not specify an implementation for subtype polymorphism [Lippman 1996], most compilers including GCC, LLVM, and MSVC++ use virtual tables.

In a virtual-table-based implementation of subtype polymorphism, each polymorphic type has a unique virtual table containing pointers to all polymorphic functions, also called virtual functions in C++ terminology. Every object of a type that supports subtype polymorphism will contain a pointer to that type’s virtual table. Within a process, two objects of the same type will have the same virtual table pointer, but this is not true for objects in different processes. In different processes, virtual tables of the same type are likely stored at different locations because different programs have different collections of types, and therefore different placements for their virtual tables. Even two processes executing the same program may store a type’s virtual table at different addresses due to address space layout randomization. Consequently, when a process creates an object, the virtual table pointer it stores in that object is not usable by other processes which store their virtual tables elsewhere, which makes these objects not shareable across processes. For this reason, state-of-the-art libraries for managed shared memory such as Boost [Boost C++ Libraries 2015a] forbid the use of subtype polymorphism inside shared data structures [Boost C++ Libraries 2015b].

To surmount this limitation, we propose SAVI1 Objects, objects with Sharing and Virtuality Incorporated. SAVI Objects are designed to support subtype polymorphism for shared in-memory data-structures while mitigating the impact on the costs of polymorphic object construction and polymorphic function dispatch. Our initial implementations target the C++ programming language, but similar subtype polymorphic languages can also be supported using the same techniques. In this paper, we present and evaluate two low-level implementations of SAVI Objects: virtual table duplication and hashing-based dynamic dispatch.

In virtual table duplication, an object of a specific type constructed in a shared memory region is initialized with a virtual table pointer that points to a duplicate virtual table of that type located at

1 Pronounced like savvy
a fixed virtual address associated with that region. Any process mapping that region, duplicates its virtual table for that type to the same fixed location. All processes can then use traditional dynamic dispatch through the duplicate virtual table.

In hashing-based dynamic dispatch, virtual table pointers are replaced with hash values of the object’s type that are universally unique with high probability. Dynamic dispatch is then performed by using the hash value of the type and that of the function being called to look up a function pointer in a global virtual table that is unique to the process.

We make the following contributions:

1. We propose two novel techniques for inter-process subtype polymorphism: virtual table duplication and hashing-based dynamic dispatch.
2. We implement these two techniques in a real system and analyze the tradeoffs between them.
3. We conduct a detailed performance evaluation of the two techniques using microbenchmarks that help isolate their cost in different scenarios.
4. We apply these techniques to a production object serialization application that uses polymorphic objects, thereby avoiding traditional inter-process communication overhead and improving performance significantly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates the problem while providing background information on subtype polymorphism and object sharing. Section 3 describes the design and implementation of virtual table duplication and Section 4 describes that of hashing-based dynamic dispatch. Section 5 evaluates the two techniques using microbenchmarks as well as a production object serialization application. Section 6 reviews related work and Section 7 concludes.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Subtype Polymorphism

Subtype polymorphism is a feature in many object-oriented languages that permits super classes (or base classes) in a class hierarchy to define high-level APIs that are implemented by different subclass (or derived classes). Subtype polymorphism enables programs to provide different implementations for the same API, and also enables clean manipulation of heterogeneous collections of objects. In each case, subtype polymorphism helps to simplify software structure, reduce code size, and enhance code readability.

Many modern compilers implement subtype polymorphism using virtual tables. A virtual table (VT) is a table of virtual functions associated with a particular type. A virtual function is a polymorphic member function of a class that often has different implementations for different derived classes, and invocations of that function should call the version of the function corresponding to the dynamic type of the invoking object. In some languages such as Java, all functions are virtual by default, whereas in other languages such as C++, virtual functions must be specified explicitly using the virtual qualifier.

Fig. 1 shows a C++ example of a type A that uses subtype polymorphism by explicitly declaring functions bar and baz as virtual. In this example, a VT is created for the type A that stores a function pointer to each virtual function declared in A, namely bar and baz; function foo is not included because it is not declared virtual. Every object constructed of type A contains, in addition to the explicitly declared fields x and y, a hidden field that stores a pointer to A’s VT. For the type B which inherits from A, the object layout is appended with the additional fields declared in B, namely z, and the VT layout of B is appended with the additional virtual functions declared in B, namely qux. Implementations are actually more complicated in the case of multiple inheritance, but this simplification is sufficient for the purpose of this paper.
When a virtual function is called on an object, the VT pointer is loaded from the object, the function pointer is obtained from the VT at its fixed offset, and then the function is invoked. This process is called dynamic dispatch. In the example in Fig. 1, if an object pointed to by a pointer of type A* invokes the function baz, then the VT pointer is loaded from that object, the second function pointer &baz is loaded from the VT, and then the function is invoked via that pointer. Thus, regardless of whether the dynamic type of the object was A or B, the correct &baz pointer will be loaded and invoked.

2.2 Incompatibility with Sharing of Objects

VTs are typically stored as statically initialized data in a binary. Because different programs, or different versions of the same program, use different sets of types, the ordering and placement of the VTs for those types in different binaries will vary. Even the same program, if compiled with different optimizations, could result in a different overall layout, thereby different offsets for the VTs in the binary. Moreover, even if processes execute the same program using the same dynamically linked binaries, they could end up having different locations for their VTs due to address space layout randomization (ASLR).

As a result, one must assume that VTs of the same type can be placed at different locations in different processes and that polymorphic objects containing pointers to those VTs are unusable outside the process that creates them. This makes using polymorphic objects inside shared data structures infeasible. An example of this situation is shown in Fig. 2. In this example, process $P_c$ creates an object of type A inside a shared region, and initializes the object’s VT pointer to 0xbead which is the location of A’s VT in process $P_c$. When the object is later shared with a different process $P_u$ which places A’s VT at a different address 0xbeef, the VT pointer to 0xbead in process $P_u$ becomes a dangling pointer and causes $P_u$ to execute junk code or to crash when a dynamic dispatch takes place.

For the aforementioned reasons, shared data structures have not been able to use subtype polymorphism in mainstream programming systems. For example, Boost, the state-of-the-art C++ library for handling shared memory and memory-mapped files, says in its documentation regarding this issue: “This problem is very difficult to solve, since each process needs a different virtual table pointer and the object that contains that pointer is shared across many processes. Even if we map the mapped region in the same address in every process, the virtual table can be in a different address in every process. To enable virtual functions for objects shared between processes, deep compiler changes are needed and virtual functions would suffer a performance hit” [Boost C++ Libraries 2015b]. The
objective of this paper is to investigate alternative designs for enabling virtual functions in objects shared between processes, to explore the depth of compiler changes needed, and to evaluate the resulting performance implications.

It is noteworthy that this problem is one instance of a more general problem which is sharing objects containing pointers to global data such as function pointers and string constants. In these other cases, the pointers to global data are stored in the objects explicitly by the programmer in the source code. Therefore, it is possible for programmers to workaround these issues at the source code level. However, VT pointers are different in that they are not created explicitly, but rather they are created implicitly by the compiler as a byproduct of its implementation of subtype polymorphism. For this reason, a compiler solution is necessary to handle VT pointers which is why we focus on them in this paper.

2.3 Data Structure Sharing Mechanism

For the rest of this paper, we assume that data structures are shared across processes through mapping of memory regions (or segments) containing those data structures in and out of virtual address spaces. Regions can be mapped concurrently by multiple processes. Thus sharing throughout the paper refers to both sharing between multiple simultaneously executing processes via shared memory segments, or storing objects to be used by later executing processes via memory-mapped files.

3 VIRTUAL TABLE DUPLICATION

3.1 Overview

The first proposed solution for enabling sharing of objects with subtype polymorphism is virtual table duplication. In this solution, when a polymorphic object is allocated in a shared region, the VT of the object’s type is duplicated to a fixed virtual address specific to that region. This duplicate is known as the Duplicate Virtual Table (DVT). The VT pointer of the allocated object is set to be the location of the DVT instead of the original VT. All processes using the shared region also duplicate
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their VTs to the same fixed virtual address location. This makes the objects usable in all processes. The duplication of VTs happens lazily for reasons that are explained later in this section.

Fig. 3 shows how this technique impacts the example in Fig. 2. In this example, the creating process \( P_c \), upon constructing the object of type \( A \) in the shared region, allocates a DVT for type \( A \) at the address \( 0x\text{deed} \) and uses \( 0x\text{deed} \) instead of \( 0xbe\text{ad} \) to initialize the object. In the user process \( P_u \), the DVT for the type \( A \) is also allocated at address \( 0x\text{deed} \), thereby making the object also usable in \( P_u \). Note that the DVTs of \( P_c \) and \( P_u \) are not themselves shared; each process duplicates its own local VT to ensure that the VT contains the correct state for that process.

3.2 Implementation Details

To accomplish the actions just described, multiple supporting look-up data structures are needed. We begin by describing these data structures then go into the steps taken at each relevant event to realize this technique.

Examples of the look-up data structures used throughout this technique is shown in Fig. 4. We define these data structures as follows and explain how and why they are initialized and used later as we describe the various steps.

- **Range Table (RT)**: The RT is a data structure that is local to a process that takes a virtual memory address and returns the region within which that address is located in that process.
- **VT Look-up Table (VLT)**: The VLT is a data structure that is local to a process that takes a string with the mangled name of a type and returns the address of that type’s VT in that process.
- **DVT Look-up Table (DLT)**: The DLT is a data structure that is stored inside a shared region with support for concurrent access. It contains, for each polymorphic type having objects stored in that region, a mapping between the mangled names of those types and the fixed virtual addresses of those types’ DVTs. That is, given a string with a mangled type name, it returns the address of that type’s DVT, or given the address of a DVT, it returns a string with a mangled type name.
On **process entry**, the RT and VLT are initialized. The RT is initialized to be empty of ranges, meaning that the entire virtual address range does not point to any shared region. The VLT is initialized by inspecting the symbols of the program’s static binary and dynamically linked binaries and extracting those symbols corresponding to VTs.

Another step performed at process entry is the creation of a dispatch fault handler. A *dispatch fault handler* is a segmentation fault handler that is used to perform lazy duplication of a type’s VT on the first dynamic dispatch on an object of that type in a specific region. The details of how it is triggered and what it does will be explained later in this section.

On **region mapping**, the region being mapped is registered in the RT. Moreover, the region’s DLT is scanned to identify where in virtual memory all the region’s DVTs must be mapped. Those mappings are then reserved and registered in the RT as well.

In the example in Fig. 4, we show the contents of the RT after mapping the two regions $R_1$ and $R_2$ into the process. The RT records that $R_1$ has two virtual address ranges associated with it: 0xbead through 0xbeef (for the region itself) and 0xdeaf through 0xdeed (for the region’s DVTs). It also contains similar entries for $R_2$. The figure also shows the DLTs of the two regions.

Although memory is reserved for the DVTs, the duplication does not happen yet. Instead, the reserved pages are protected such that the first access to a DVT triggers a dispatch fault handler to duplicate that table. There are several reasons why the duplication is done lazily and not when the region is mapped. One reason is that not all types in the region may exist in the program, or they may exist but not be used in a specific run. Thus, we do not want to attempt to duplicate a VT that is non-existent or unused. Another reason is that new types may be introduced in a region by another concurrent process after the region is mapped. The VTs for these new types will be missed if duplication happens on region mapping.

On **region unmapping**, the region is removed from the RT and the memory pages reserved for that region’s DVTs are released.

On **object construction**, the location where the object has been allocated is used to look up the corresponding region of allocation in the RT. If the object is not allocated in a shared region, the
object’s original VT pointer is kept and nothing further needs to be done. If the object is allocated in a shared region, the region’s DLT is used to look up the address of the region’s DVT corresponding to the type of the object being constructed. The obtained DVT address is then used to initialize the object’s VT pointer. There can be multiple pointers to initialize in the case of multiple inheritance which is supported.

If an address is not found, this indicates that it is the first time an object of this type is allocated in this region. Therefore, new memory is allocated to store the DVT for that type and the DLT is updated accordingly. The memory for the DVT is just reserved and protected, while the actual duplication happens lazily when the first dynamic dispatch takes place. We over-allocate memory for the DVT to allow it to grow if more polymorphic functions are added to future versions of the class. DVTs must be allocated at page granularity so that they can be independently protected for lazy duplication.

Because the DLT stores mangled type names, DLT look-ups must perform string comparisons which can be very expensive if done whenever an object is constructed. A faster way to perform these look-ups is by using the type indexes provided by the C++ runtime. However, these type indexes are only meaningful within the same process and cannot be used across processes. That is why the DLT Cache is used. The first time an object of a specific polymorphic type is constructed in a specific region, a string-based look-up is used on the DLT. The result is then entered into the DLT Cache to be used by all subsequent look-ups.

The reason the RT is needed by the constructor is that the constructor is agnostic to the region of allocation. Maintaining this agnosticism is needed for preserving separation of concerns between allocation and initialization of objects, which is important for applications that wish to do their own memory management. Without the RT, pervasive code changes would be needed to pass the region information to the constructor and all code that uses the class would need to be recompiled.

On dynamic dispatch, since the layout of the object and representation of the VT has not changed, nothing special needs to be done for recurrent dynamic dispatches. Only the first dynamic dispatch per type per region (i.e., the first access to a DVT) will trigger the dispatch fault handler to perform lazy duplication to initialize that DVT. The handler does the following. First, it looks up the faulting virtual address in the RT to identify the region it corresponds to. Next, it looks up the faulting address in the region’s DLT to identify the type name. Finally, it looks up the address of the type’s original VT in the VLT, and copies the original VT to the faulting address while removing the protection so that future dispatches can proceed normally.

### 3.3 Compiler Transformation

Minimal compiler changes are needed to implement virtual table duplication. The actions performed on process entry are performed when the SAVI runtime library is loaded without needing any compiler transformations. Registering/unregistering of regions requires modifying the region management library (we use Boost) to invoke the proper routines when the region is mapped/unmapped. The only compiler transformation we perform to make an object a SAVI Object is inserting code into the constructor which calls a runtime function to obtain the DVT pointer and then sets the object’s VT pointer accordingly. As a result, the only code that needs to be recompiled is the code that defines constructors of polymorphic types that use SAVI Objects. If the region management library is header-only, then code that maps/unmaps regions also needs to be recompiled.

These transformations are transparent to programmers and there are no changes to the programming model. Programmers simply need to annotate which classes they would like to use SAVI Objects with (i.e., those involved in sharing) so that the compiler does not transform all polymorphic types unnecessarily.
3.4 Limitations

The limitation of this technique is when the fixed virtual address of the DVTs desired by a region conflicts with another memory mapping. Randomization of the virtual address assigned to the DVTs could minimize the chance of this situation occurring, but cannot eliminate it completely. In the case of a conflict, the region cannot be mapped into the virtual address space until the conflicting mapping is unmapped. Recent OS techniques have also been proposed that could also be useful in addressing this issue by providing processes with the ability to sustain multiple mappings [El Hajj et al. 2016; Litton et al. 2016]. Otherwise, the data structure will need to be (de)serialized using traditional approaches.

While it is true that we have simply replaced the problem of fixed VT mapping with that of fixed DVT mapping, the implications of latter are much less severe. VT collision means that the program binary itself cannot be mapped into the virtual address space for the process to execute, and avoiding such collision would require all compilers to coordinate to agree where the VT for every possible type should be placed. On the other hand, DVT collision means that only a specific memory region cannot be mapped into the virtual address space, however the process itself can still execute and can recover from such collision using the techniques mentioned earlier.

Note that this technique does not require the regions themselves to be mapped to fixed virtual address locations, just their DVTs. Whether or not the regions need to be mapped to fixed virtual addresses depends on whether the programmer uses absolute or relative data pointers, which is independent of whether or not the objects are polymorphic and therefore not relevant to SAVI Objects. The reason we do not use offset pointers for the VTs themselves is that, in this technique, we try not to deviate from the traditional way objects are laid out and the way dynamic dispatch is implemented to minimize compiler changes and the scope of code that needs to be recompiled.

4 HASHING-BASED DYNAMIC DISPATCH

4.1 Overview

The second proposed solution for enabling sharing of objects with subtype polymorphism is hashing-based dynamic dispatch. In this solution, we change the way polymorphic objects are laid out and the way dynamic dispatch is implemented. An object no longer stores a pointer to its type’s VT. Instead, it stores a 64-bit hash value of the type’s name that is universally unique with high probability. That is, there is very low probability (see Section 4.4) that two class names hash to the same 64-bit value. To perform dynamic dispatch, the hash value of the type is combined with a hash value of the function being dispatched, and together used to look up an entry in a global virtual table (GVT) which contains pointers to all the polymorphic functions in the process.

Fig. 5 illustrates how this technique impacts the example in Fig. 2. Instead of storing a pointer in the constructed object, the creating process \( P_c \) stores a hash value of the type \( A \) designated as hash(\( A \)). When the polymorphic function bar is invoked in any process, the hash value of bar for that process, designated as hash(bar), is used along with hash(\( A \)) to look up the location of \( A::\text{bar} \) in that process’ GVT.

4.2 Implementation Details

To accomplish the actions just described, the following steps are taken at each relevant event to realize this technique.

On process entry, the GVT is constructed by inspecting the symbols of the program’s static binary and dynamically linked binaries. The GVT takes as input the hash value of a type and that of a function and returns the pointer to that function for that type.
On object construction, the hash value of the type is stored in the polymorphic object instead of the VT pointer. The type’s hash value is known statically so there is no hash value computation overhead.

On dynamic dispatch, the hash value of the type is loaded from the object and combined with the hash value of the function to look up the location of the desired function in the GVT. The function obtained is then invoked.

4.3 Compiler Transformation

Although the steps for this technique may seem simpler than those of virtual table duplication, the compiler transformations needed to achieve these steps are more involved. However, because the transformed code does not use virtual tables and makes no assumptions about the object’s implicit layout, the transformations can be performed at the source-to-source level without the need for deep compiler changes. The source-to-source transformation is described in the rest of this subsection, and an example of the transformation is shown in Fig. 6.

All virtual function declarations and definitions are stripped from their virtual qualifiers which effectively removes the implicit VT pointer from the class. Instead, a field is inserted in the topmost class in the hierarchy which uses virtual functions (see _h variable in class A in Fig. 6(b)), and this field is initialized with the hash value of the type by the constructors. There can be multiple fields to initialize in the case of multiple inheritance which is supported.

The topmost declaration or definition of a virtual function in the class hierarchy has its definition replaced with a member function that performs a GVT look-up and an invocation of the obtained function (see functions A::foo and B::bar). The definitions of the function in the lower classes of the hierarchy are all removed. As a result, any original dynamic dispatch of the function in source code that uses the class will become a static dispatch of this look-up function without the need for that source code to be transformed (the code will still need to be recompiled).

All definitions of virtual functions throughout the class hierarchy are replaced with declarations of global friend functions. This is shown in the definitions of B::foo, B::bar, C::foo, and C::bar. However, notice that A::foo does not have a corresponding friend function because it is a pure
virtual function declaration without a body. The friend functions take an additional parameter for the this object. The type of that parameter must be a pointer to the topmost class which declares the virtual function in the original code and is responsible for the look-up. The bodies of the friend functions cast that parameter to the correct type and store it in the _this variable, then execute the original code of the function replacing explicit and implicit uses of this with _this.

As a result of these compiler transformations, the code that needs to be recompiled is code which defines constructors and virtual functions of polymorphic classes that use SAVI Objects as well as code which uses these classes.

The initialization of the GVT is performed on process entry when the SAVI runtime library is loaded without needing any compiler transformation. Fig. 6(c) shows an example of the contents of the GVT for the example program. One optimization we perform is to use special names for the

---

Table 1. Comparing the two solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Virtual Table Duplication</th>
<th>Hashing-based Dynamic Dispatch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object construction</td>
<td>Look up the region in the range table, look up the type’s DVT address in the region’s DLT, and initialize the object’s VT pointer(s) accordingly.</td>
<td>Store a type hash value instead of a VT pointer in the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic dispatch</td>
<td>No change. Only the first dispatch triggers the dispatch fault handler to perform lazy duplication.</td>
<td>Compute an additional hash value and look up the function pointer in a GVT instead of a VT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler transformation and code changes</td>
<td>Transform constructors. Modify region management library functions for mapping and unmapping regions.</td>
<td>Add field for class hash value. Transform constructors and virtual function declarations and definitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recompilation</td>
<td>Need to recompile code the defines constructors of client polymorphic types.</td>
<td>Need to recompile code the defines constructors and virtual functions of client polymorphic types, and code that uses these types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitations</td>
<td>Need to resolve mapping conflicts or fall back on traditional (de)serialization when regions require conflicting addresses for their DVTs.</td>
<td>Need to resolve name conflicts when two types in a single program have conflicting hash values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall comparison of advantages</td>
<td>Incurs less overhead on dynamic dispatch.</td>
<td>Incurs less overhead on object construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less code to be recompiled.</td>
<td>Conflicts detectable at link time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

friend functions that indicate that they were originally virtual so that they can be identified when the GVT is constructed. Otherwise, all functions would conservatively need to be included in the GVT which would result in it being unnecessarily large and degrade performance.

As with virtual table duplication, these transformations are transparent to programmers and there are no changes to the programming model. Programmers simply need to annotate which classes they would like to use SAVI Objects with (i.e., those involved in sharing) so that the compiler does not transform all polymorphic types unnecessarily.

4.4 Limitations

The limitation of this technique is when two types in the program hash to the same hash value. Through proper choice of the universal hash function, it can be shown that 5 billion polymorphic types would be needed to generate such a collision for a 64-bit hash value, and that a program with 6 thousand polymorphic types would have a probability of collision of $10^{-12}$ [Wikipedia 2017]. In the rare case that a collision should happen, the collision can be detected at link time and the programmer can recover by renaming one of the colliding types. Name collisions at link time are an existing issue that programmers already deal with. This technique has only extended the scope of collisions from the type name to the type hash value.

4.5 Summary and Comparison of the Two Solutions

Table 1 shows a summary of the two techniques with a qualitative comparison of important issues. The advantages of virtual table duplication are that it adds less overhead to dynamic dispatch and that it performs fewer compiler changes, requiring less code to be recompiled. On the other hand, the advantages of hashing-based dynamic dispatch are that it adds less overhead to object construction and that conflicts are detectable at link-time.

Keep in mind that the overhead to object construction and dynamic dispatch only applies to polymorphic types so non-polymorphic types are not affected. Furthermore, the two techniques are coexistent with each other and with regular polymorphic type implementations, so it is not required for all polymorphic types in a program to use the same technique, as long as a derived class uses the same technique as its base class. Thus polymorphic types that do not participate
in any sharing can use regular polymorphic type implementations instead of SAVI Objects and are also not affected. For polymorphic types involved in sharing, the programmer can choose which technique to use, so virtual table duplication can be used on polymorphic types that are dispatch heavy, while hashing-based dynamic dispatch can be used on polymorphic types that are construction heavy. If an object subscribes to a polymorphic type involved in sharing but is itself not shared, then the overhead from virtual table duplication will become negligible, while the overhead from hashing-based dynamic dispatch will remain as though it were shared.

5 EVALUATION

The evaluation is divided into two parts. In the first part (Section 5.1), we use synthetic microbenchmarks that isolate the performance of the two main features impacted by our technique: construction of polymorphic objects and dynamic dispatch of polymorphic functions. In the second part (Section 5.2), we use Apache Xalan-C++ [The Apache XML Project 2004b], a production XML serialization framework, to show how SAVI Objects enable programs to share subtype polymorphic objects to achieve better performance.

We use Clang [Lattner and Adve 2004] version 3.8.0 as a compiler framework and Boost [Boost C++ Libraries 2015a] as the region management library. We evaluate our results on a machine with an Intel Core i7 950 CPU (3.07GHz) and 24GB of memory.

Throughout this section, in the figures and text, we refer to virtual table duplication as duplication and to hashing-based dynamic dispatch as hashing for brevity.

5.1 Microbenchmarks

In this section, we use synthetic microbenchmarks to evaluate the impact of our techniques on construction time of polymorphic objects and dynamic dispatch time of polymorphic functions with respect to four properties of the program: the data set size, the number of regions used by the program, the number of polymorphic types, and the number of polymorphic functions per type. The synthetic microbenchmarks are designed as follows. A microbenchmark is configured with $n$ objects, $r$ regions, $t$ polymorphic types, and $f$ polymorphic functions per type. It starts by creating and mapping $r$ shared regions into the process address space. In each region, it constructs $n/(r \times t)$ objects for each of the $t$ types, resulting in a total of $n$ objects constructed across all regions. Then, for each of the $n$ objects, it calls each of the $f$ polymorphic function once resulting in $n \times f$ total dispatches. The constructors are all empty and the virtual functions perform an integer comparison and an addition.

5.1.1 Construction Time Scalability. Fig. 7 shows the scalability of construction time for regular polymorphic objects, SAVI Objects that use duplication, and SAVI Objects that use hashing. It is evident from all graphs that only duplication suffers a penalty at object construction time, whereas hashing performs on par with regular objects. That is because at construction time, hashing replaces the VT pointer store with a type hash value store but does not do anything extra, whereas duplication performs two additional look-ups to the range table and DLT to locate the DVT.

The absolute overhead of duplication varies between 24ns and 120ns more than the baseline which is around 8ns for regular objects and for hashing. Although this may seem like a large relative overhead, recall that the constructors are empty to isolate the absolute value of the overhead. However, in practice, constructors perform varying amounts of work which amortizes the overhead as will be shown in Section 5.2.

Fig. 7(a) shows that the construction time per object does not change for either technique as the number of objects allocated increases. This result indicates that the overhead will remain the
same as the dataset size increases such that the program will not suffer from any degradation in efficiency that will make the construction overhead dominate performance at scale.

Fig. 7(b) shows that the construction time per object increases for duplication as the number of shared regions used by the program increases. This increase comes from the range table look-up that is needed to identify the region within which an object is allocated because the range table look-up is logarithmic with respect to the number of regions simultaneously used by the program. In practice, we do not expect the same program to use a lot of regions simultaneously so this increase should not be a major issue.

Fig. 7(c) shows that the construction time per object increases for duplication as the number of polymorphic types increases. This increase comes from the DLT cache look-up because accessing the DLT cache is logarithmic with respect to the number of types it contains. However, while the total number of types in a program may be large, the DLT cache only contains polymorphic types which have had objects of the type constructed in a shared region by the current process which is expected to be much smaller in practice. Moreover, we currently do not perform any cache eviction, but doing so may help further limit the DLT cache access latency. This optimization is left as future work.

Fig. 7(d) shows that the construction time per object does not change for duplication as the number of polymorphic functions per type increases. The number of polymorphic functions only makes the size of the VTs and DVTs larger but does not impact any of the additional look-ups that need to be performed at construction time.

5.1.2 Dynamic Dispatch Time Scalability. Fig. 8 shows the scalability of dynamic dispatch time for regular polymorphic objects, SAVI Objects that use duplication, and SAVI Objects that use hashing. It is evident from all graphs that only hashing suffers a penalty at dynamic dispatch time, whereas duplication performs on par with regular objects. That is because duplication performs dynamic dispatch in the same way that regular objects do, whereas hashing requires a GVT look-up which incurs additional overhead. The exception for duplication is the first dispatch per type per
region which triggers the dispatch fault handler which takes around 2.2µs, however this overhead gets amortized.

The absolute overhead of hashing varies between 8ns and 30ns more than the baseline which is around 3ns for regular objects and for duplication. Although this may seem like a large relative overhead, recall that the polymorphic functions are nearly empty to isolate the absolute value of the overhead. However, in practice, functions may perform a lot more work which amortizes the overhead as will be shown in Section 5.2.

Fig. 8(a) shows that the dynamic dispatch time per dispatch does not change for either technique as the number of objects allocated increases. As in the previous section, this result demonstrates that efficiency does not degrade and that dynamic dispatch overhead will not dominate performance at scale. Fig. 8(b) shows that the dynamic dispatch time per dispatch does not change as the number of regions in the program changes.

Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d) show that the dynamic dispatch time per dispatch for the hashing technique increases with both the number of polymorphic types and the number of polymorphic functions per type. That is because with hashing, a GVT look-up is performed on every dynamic dispatch. The GVT is currently implemented as a map of the hash values which makes the look-up logarithmic in the total number of functions in the GVT, thus making it logarithmic in the number of polymorphic types and number of polymorphic functions per type in the program. To further optimize the look-up, a hash table can be used instead of a map and a custom hash function can be computed on program entry that minimizes collisions. This will make the dynamic dispatch time shorter and with constant complexity at the expense of adding additional computation at program entry to compute a hash function. This optimization is left as future work.

Comparing the two techniques, we observe that with duplication, construction time increases while dynamic dispatch is free, whereas with hashing, dynamic dispatch time increases while construction is free. This observation reflects an important difference in the techniques’ strengths and weaknesses. For applications that build a data structure once and use it many times, it is
expected that duplication is better. On the other hand, for applications that frequently create new objects, it is expected that hashing is better.

5.2 Application Case Study: Apache Xalan-C++

Apache Xalan-C++ [The Apache XML Project 2004b] is an open source framework that parses XML documents and transforms them into other formats, such as HTML or text, based on a XSLT stylesheet. The program is divided into three major steps: parsing the XML file, compiling the XSLT stylesheet, and applying the transformation.

Because the parsing step tends to dominate performance, the Xalan-C++ usage patterns advise users to parse the XML source once and reuse the parsed data structure when the same source is being transformed multiple times [The Apache XML Project 2004a]. The code cleanly separates the parsing step from the transformation in order to facilitate this kind of reuse. However, this reuse is confined to a single process because the data structure which stores the parsed XML file is rich with polymorphic objects which makes it not amenable to sharing with other processes or storing as-is for future processes to use.

To address this issue, we modify Xalan-C++ to store the parsed data structure in a shared memory region, and we transform the types that are polymorphic using SAVI Objects to make the sharing of the objects feasible. Modifying Xalan-C++ did not require pervasive changes to the source code because the application is designed to allow users to define their own custom memory allocators. We thus defined our own memory allocator which used Boost managed memory regions for allocation. Since the objects in Xalan-C++ use explicit data pointers, we used Boost regions with fixed-address mapping to handle those data pointers. However, SAVI Objects themselves do not require fixed mapping of regions to work, just DVTs, as explained in Section 3.4. In the resulting Xalan-C++ implementation, the first process that parses an XML file stores the parsed data structure using SAVI Objects in a memory region, and later processes that need to use the file can skip the parsing step entirely by reusing the SAVI Objects in the region. It is noteworthy that this application uses some polymorphic types that are defined inside dynamically linked libraries and that are involved in lineages with multiple inheritance, indicating our techniques already support dynamic linking and multiple inheritance. The dynamically linked libraries are part of the application source code so they are recompiled with the application to support SAVI Objects.

Fig. 9 shows the breakdown of the execution time of Xalan-C++ for the original version, and the two SAVI Objects versions using duplication and hashing. The breakdown is shown across increasing XML file sizes ranging from 373kB to 30MB for the same stylesheet. As shown in the graph, the parsing step dominates the performance, and consumes an increasingly large fraction
of the execution time as the size of the input XML file increases (up to 80% for the 30MB input). The compilation of the stylesheet takes up a negligible portion of the time, and the remaining time is spent performing the transformation. The total execution time of these runs ranges from tens of microseconds to a few seconds which can be significant in latency-sensitive services, and the fraction consumed by parsing is only expected to grow for even larger runs.

The results demonstrate that using SAVI Objects has enabled us to successfully eliminate the long time spent in parsing, replacing it with a simple mapping of the region containing the shared data structure. The speedup goes up to $5 \times$ for the largest input size for duplication which is the better technique in this application.

Comparing duplication and hashing, we find that duplication consistently outperforms hashing in the transformation step. That is because the transformation mainly operates on the existing objects thereby performing a lot of dynamic dispatch and little object construction. Thus, it makes sense that duplication outperforms hashing because duplication adds less overhead to dynamic dispatch than hashing does.

However, the weakness of duplication is that it adds more overhead to object construction than hashing does. Fig. 10 shows the overhead added to the parsing step of the first run when the SAVI Objects are being constructed in the shared region for the first time. Duplication incurs significantly more overhead than hashing does because the parsing step frequently performs object construction but seldom dispatches polymorphic function. This again demonstrates the tradeoff between the two techniques: duplication incurs a higher penalty at construction time than hashing in return for a lower penalty at dynamic dispatch time. However, in both cases, the overhead gets amortized as the size of the data structure increases.

Finally, we note that the overheads incurred from both techniques are quite reasonable as the size of the input increases. For the transformation step in Fig. 9 which is heavy on dynamic dispatch, the overhead of duplication is almost negligible for the large dataset and the overhead of hashing is around 50% which is reasonable compared to the savings we get from object sharing. For the parsing step in Fig. 10 which is heavy on object construction, the overhead of duplication drops to 11% for the large dataset and the overhead of hashing is just 6%. This observation verifies the points mentioned in Section 5.1 about the overheads getting amortized in practice.

6 RELATED WORK

6.1 Implementations of Dynamic Dispatch

A survey of techniques for implementing dynamic dispatch under subtype polymorphism has been done by Driesen et al. [Driesen et al. 1995]. These techniques aim at optimizing performance, whereas the techniques we propose also target enabling object sharing. Virtual tables are discussed, which our virtual table duplication technique augments to enable sharing. Techniques similar to

Fig. 10. Xalan-C++ parsing overhead for the first run
our hashing-based dynamic dispatch are also discussed, but they are not favored because they
do not achieve the best performance or space efficiency in their evaluation context where object
sharing is not considered.

Driesen & Hölzle [Driesen and Hölzle 1996] evaluate the overhead of dynamic dispatch in
C++. Many works propose compiler techniques to mitigate dynamic dispatch overhead. Some
techniques [Aigner and Hölzle 1996; Bacon 1997; Bacon and Sweeney 1996; Calder and Grunwald
1994; Dean et al. 1995; Detlefs and Agesen 1999; Fernandez 1995; Grove et al. 1995; Holzle and
Wanderman-Milne and Li 2014] perform devirtualization which includes a set of analyses and
transformations to statically resolve dynamic dispatches or replace them with checked static
dispatches, thereby improving performance by exposing more inlining opportunities and more
predictable branches. SAVI Objects can benefit from such transformations as well. While these
techniques reduce the reliance on virtual tables, they do not eliminate them entirely so SAVI
tables entirely, however they require whole program visibility which prevents separate compilation
and is not always feasible in practice. A number of recent works aim at making whole-program
optimization and link-time optimization more effective [Doeraene and Schlatter 2016; Johnson
et al. 2017a; Sathyana Nathan et al. 2017] or at improving call graph analyses [Johnson et al. 2017b;
Pettrashko et al. 2016; Tan et al. 2017; Tip and Palsberg 2000] which can increase the scope and
precision of devirtualization optimizations.

Hardware techniques have also been proposed to accelerate dynamic dispatch. Roth et al. [Roth
et al. 1999] improve virtual function call target prediction by identifying instruction sequences
that perform dynamic dispatch and using a small hardware engine to prefetch the target. Kim et
al. [Kim et al. 2007] propose hardware support to perform devirtualization dynamically. The virtual
function cache [Pentecost and Stratton 2015] makes dynamic dispatch faster by caching virtual
table entries. Such hardware optimizations are also applicable for accelerating dynamic dispatch
using SAVI Objects.

Other architecture optimizations have recently been proposed specifically targeting polymor-
phism in dynamic scripting languages. Typed Architectures [Kim et al. 2017] perform dynamic
type checking implicitly in hardware and introduce polymorphic instructions. ShortCut [Choi et al.
2017] employs optimizations to bypass the dispatcher that performs type comparisons under most
conditions. Dot et al. [Dot et al. 2017] remove type checks by performing hardware profiling of
object types.

A lot of work has been done on security implications of how dynamic dispatch is imple-
menced [Borchert and Spinczyk 2016; Bounov et al. 2016; Dewey and Giffin 2012; Elsabagh et al.
2017; Gawlik and Holz 2014; Haller et al. 2015; Jang et al. 2014; Miller et al. 2014; Prakash et al. 2015;
Sarbinowski et al. 2016; Tice et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015, 2016; Zixiang et al. 2016]. Our work is
concerned with object sharing, but security implications would be interesting to study.

6.2 Shared and Managed Data Structures
Boost [Boost C++ Libraries 2015a] is a state-of-the-art C++ library which supports sharing data
structures between processes using shared memory segments or memory-mapped files. Interfaces
are provided for creating managed memory objects that can be mapped into the address space
of multiple processes concurrently or separated in time. However, subtype polymorphism is not
currently handled [Boost C++ Libraries 2015b]. We demonstrate that SAVI Objects can be used to
fill the gap.

A number of recent programming models for byte-addressed non-volatile memory such as
Mnemosyne [Volos et al. 2011], NV-Heaps [Coburn et al. 2011], and others [Bhandari et al. 2016;
Chakrabarti et al. [2014] are based on managed persistent regions which are very similar to those used in Boost for volatile memory. The main focus of these works is guaranteeing failure atomicity of shared persistent data structures. Failure-atomicity and subtype polymorphism are orthogonal issues. SAVI Objects are expected to be enablers for emerging persistent memory programming models to support subtype polymorphism as they are for existing transient ones.

Representation of pointers in shared data structures has been dealt with in different ways. Offset pointers store offsets relative to the base address of a shared region instead of native pointers, but they are cumbersome for programmers to use. Fixed-address mapping of regions enables the use of native pointers, but creates the need to resolve mapping conflicts. OS techniques [El Hajj et al. 2016; Litton et al. 2016] have been proposed to address mapping conflicts by allowing processes to sustain multiple sets of mappings. Offset pointers and fixed-address mapping are both concerned with explicit data pointers and do not solve the problem of implicit virtual table pointers. Both treatments of data pointers can be used alongside SAVI Objects as discussed in Section 3.4.

There are a number of object serialization formats and frameworks that enable sharing of complex data structures across processes such as JSON [Crockford 2006], YAML [Ben-Kiki et al. 2005], XML [Bray et al. 1998], Protocol Buffers [Varda 2008], and Apache Avro [Apache Avro 2012]. Shared regions avoid the overheads of serialization and de-serialization when architecture- and language-neutrality are not needed, and SAVI Objects further widen the applicability of shared regions by enabling the use of subtype polymorphism in shared objects.

6.3 Sharing of Subtype Polymorphic Objects

The problem of sharing subtype polymorphic objects has been studied before. Hon [Hon 1994] presents a scheme for adding concurrency control to C++ objects in shared memory regions, and suggests that the original virtual tables be mapped to fixed addresses. We have discussed in Section 2.2 that this is not a practical solution because layouts of code binaries vary as programs evolve or across different programs, and because of ASLR. Vitillo [Vitillo 2013] suggests fixed mapping of dynamically linked binaries containing virtual tables. This approach still does not work if the layouts of the binaries vary, raises security concerns for bypassing ASLR, and exposes the DLL Hell [Pietrek 2000] problem. SAVI Objects do not require fixed mapping of code binaries in either technique, and virtual table duplication only requires fixed mapping of some data regions in processes that use them (different regions using the same type have different DVTs for that type that can go in different locations) which is more practical to resolve than DLL Hell. O++ [Biliris et al. 1993] is a database programming language on top of C++ that implements persistent polymorphic objects by reinitializing VT pointers when objects are loaded before they are used. This approach requires knowing the dynamic types of loaded objects beforehand which is not always practical, and does not support sharing of objects simultaneously by concurrent processes. E [Richardson and Carey 1989] and Burshteyn [Burshteyn 2014] suggest storing a unique field in the object which is similar to our hashing-based dynamic dispatch technique. E [Richardson and Carey 1989] uses this field to look up the VT for the type then looks up the virtual function in the VT, while Burshteyn [Burshteyn 2014] uses this field to look up a dummy object in the heap that acts as a proxy for performing the dynamic dispatch though the dummy object’s VT pointer. Our technique looks up the dispatched function in a global virtual table directly. None of these works evaluate the performance implications of their suggested techniques.

Sharing subtype polymorphic objects between processor and accelerator address spaces in heterogeneous systems faces the same problems as sharing between the virtual address spaces of different processes. Ishizaki et al. [Ishizaki et al. 2015] perform devirtualization on GPUs when possible, but do not focus on sharing. Rootbeer [Pratt-Szeliga et al. 2012] handles dynamic dispatch on GPUs using a switch statement and a derived type id. This approach is similar to those discussed
earlier [Porat et al. 1996; Zendra et al. 1997] and has the same limitation; it requires whole program visibility which prevents separate compilation and is not always practical. Concord [Barik et al. 2014] supports sharing of subtype polymorphic objects between CPU and GPU virtual address spaces by duplicating virtual tables into shared virtual memory and including metadata to translated function pointers of the creator address space to those of the user address space. Our virtual table duplication does not share DVTs across virtual address spaces. It places DVTs at the same location in each address space, but DVTs in different address spaces contain different function pointers that are correct in those address space, therefore not requiring special checks during dynamic dispatch or visibility of derived types during compilation. Other suggested approaches [Yan et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015] have included using the CPU VT pointer to determine the GPU VT pointer, or placing the VT in a shared non-coherent region at the same address but having different contents on each device. The latter approach is similar to our virtual table duplication approach. Supporting sharing between processor and accelerator address spaces is expected to become increasingly important as the introduction of shared virtual memory enables closer collaboration between CPUs and accelerators [Chang et al. 2017; Gómez-Luna et al. 2017; Sun et al. 2016].

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present SAVI Objects, an implementation of subtype polymorphism that supports sharing of objects across processes. We present and evaluate two alternative techniques for implementing SAVI Objects in C++. The first technique, virtual table duplication, duplicates virtual tables to a fixed virtual address associated with a shared region across all processes using that region. The second technique, hashing-based dynamic dispatch, performs dynamic dispatch using hashing-based look-ups to a global virtual table replacing the use of traditional virtual table pointers.

Our evaluation of the two techniques shows that in return for modest overhead costs added to object construction time and dynamic dispatch time, SAVI Objects enable programs to share objects that could not have been shared otherwise due to the presence of subtype polymorphism, thereby avoiding traditional inter-process communication in production applications and improving performance significantly. We also analyze the tradeoffs between the two techniques, showing that virtual table duplication is most suitable for programs heavy on dynamic dispatch, whereas hashing-based dynamic dispatch is most suitable for programs heavy on object construction.
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